Abstract -A hybrid particle swarm with differential evolution operator, termed DEPSO, which provide the bell-shaped mutations with consensus on the population diversity along with the evolution, while keeps the selforganized particle swarm dynamics, is proposed. Then it is applied to a set of benchmark functions, and the experimental results illustrate its efficiency.
Introduction
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a novel multiagent optimization system (MAOS) inspired by social behavior metaphor [ 121. Each agent, call particle, flies in a Ddimensionalspace S according to the historical experiences of its own and its colleagues. The velocity and location for the ith particle is represented as Si= (vil, .. .,Vid ,..., via) and.?j = (xil ,..., x y ,..., x j D ) , respectively.
Its hest previous position is recorded and represented as p , = @ i l , .. .,p id, .. . ) p io), which is also calledpbest. The index of the hest pbest is represented by the symbol g, and p , is called gbest. At each step, the particles are manipulated according to the following equations [ 151:
Yid =W.Vjd+C~'rand().@id-xid)+c2.rand()'@gd -.Xjd) (1 a) X;d=Xjd + Vid (Ih) where w is inertia weight, CI and CI are acceleration constants, rand() are random values between 0 and I .
Several researchers have analyzed it empirically [ 1, I t , 201 and theoretically [3, 51, which have shown that the particles oscillate in different sinusoidal waves and converging quickly, sometimes prematurely, especially for PSO with small w [20] or constriction coefficient [3] .
The concept of a more ar-less permanent social topology is fundamental to PSO [IO, 121 , which means the pbest and gbest should not he too closed to make sume particles inactively [S, 19, 201 m certain stage o f evolution. The analysis can he restricted to a single dimension without loss of generality. From equations (l), vid can become small value, hut if the bjd-xdl and [I)gd-Xjdl are both small, it cannot back to large value and lost exploration capability in some generations. Such case can he' occured even at the early stage for the particle to he the gbest, which the bid'xidl and [I)gd-Xidl are zero,and vid will he damped quickly with the ratiow.
Of course, the lost of diversity for kjd-pgdl is typically occured in the latter stage of evolution process.
To maintain the diversity, the DPSO version [20] introduces randommutations on the Xid of particles with small probability c;, which is hard to he determined along with the evolution, at least not be too large to avoid disorganization of the swarm. It can he improved by a bell-shaped mutation, such as Gaussian distribution [SI, hut a function of consensus on the step-size along with the search process is preferable [ 1 I]. A hare hones version [ I l l for satisfying such requirements is to replace the equations ( I ) by a Gaussian mutation with the mean @id+pg~)12 and the standard deviation bid-pgdl, which maybe also he inefficient when bjd-pgdl is very small, and is too radically since it turns the PSO into a variaty of in evolution strategies (ES) [2] . This paper describes a hybrid particle swarm with differential evolution (DE) operator[ 161, termed DEPSO, which also provide the hell-shaped mutations with consensus on the population diversity, while keeps the particle swarm dynamics. Then the DEPSO is applied to several benchmark functions [4, 13, 151 , and the results illustrate the significant performance improvement.
DEPSO algorithm
For proposed DEPSO, the mutations are provided by ensures the mutation at least one dimension., CR is a crossover constant, and $ , is the case of N=2 for the general difference vector 8,, which is defined as:
where the A is the essential difference vector @6], means the difference of two elements that random chosen from a common point set, which include all the pbest in current case. N is the number of involved.
Then for the dth dimension:
where I,, j?, are chosen from thepbesi set at random. The experimental analysis f or 8 , will be restricted to a single dimension without loss of generality. Fig. 1 and 2 shows a histogram of points that were tested in one million iterations for 8, and 8,, respectively. Eich one dimensional element p for calculating a is a realvalue that picked from [-1, 11 at random. It can be seen that 8, is a triangle distribution and 8, is a hell-shaped distribution, which the latter is better for problem-
The mutation is performed on the pbesi instead of 2, [S, 201 so as to prevent the swarm from disorganizing by unexpected fluctuations, since the replacement of pbest will follow the steady-state strategy, i.e., will replace F, only if it is better than U, .
The mutation is also based on ji, provides the social leaming capability, which might speed up convergence.
The learning ratio is determined by CR, which is the counterpart of interaction probability IP [l I]. If C R = l , then the equation (2) (1) will he performed at the odd generations, and the equation (2) at the even generations. The 8, will provide a consensus mutation on . ĩ , along with diversity of swarm, which emerge from the nature o f t h e search itself, while trying to keep the diversityofpbest andgbest by changing jj .
Results and discussions
For DEPSO, cI=c2=2, w=0.4, the maximum velocity
VMAx was set to the half range of the search space on each dimension [9, 201. 
Unconstrainedfunctions
The tested unconstrained problems include the [20] , and DEPSO (w=0.4, CR=O) with different number of agents (m). The CR is set small, since there is little correlation between the parameters for these functions.
It shows that DEPSO performs better than both old PSO versions, especially for the Rastrigrin and the Griewank functions, which with uncorrelated parameters. need to covary the parameters at the. same time to improve fitness. Notes although there is no correlation between the parameters of G,, but its constraints construct such a S,. This also can explain why PSO is performing worse for such as GI, since lack of the capability of varying only few dimensions for a point.
For G,, G5, GI,, which have almost 0% feasible space (SF) due to the equality constraints, are needed to replace the constraint g(Z)=O by an inequality constraint lg(.?)I<~ for some small E>O [13, 14, 171.
Here we choose two E values: IE-3 [14], and 1E-4 [17] , which the S, of the former is larger than that of the latter and will more easily to be solved. Table 4 
Conclusions
This paper presents a hybrid particle swarm with differential evolution operator called DEPSO. The hybrid strategy provides the bell-shaped mutations with consensus on the population diversity by DE operator, while keeps the s e l f a g a n i z e d particle swarm dynamics, in order to make the performance is not very sensitive to the choice of the strategy parameters as in DE [7] . It is shown to outperform the PSO and DE for a set o f benchmark functions. However, more comparative works with different parameter settings for moTe problems should be performed to provide a full view.
The DEPSO seems performing well for the problems with integer variables by the help o f the bell-shaped mutations. However, as declared for PSO [9] , it is also not very efficiently for handling those problems with extremely small feasible space, such as the problems with equality constraints. Since each agent in DEPSO (and PE, PSO) only refels to few points $best and gbest), it cannot employs some strategies (such as stochastic ranking [17]), which needs a big population.
Future investigation may employ extending memory with a set ofpoints to satisfy such strategies.
Moreover, according to No-Free-Lunch (NFL) theory
[la], taken the problem information into account will improve the performance of algorithm. For DEPSO, the appropriate CR can be chosen if the correlation of the parameters is known. But for the black-box problems, it is still a great challenge to learning such parameters during run-time with efficiently strategies.
